CASTILA, CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS HISPÁNICOS
ACTIVITY PROGRAMME, AUGUST 18TH – 31ST 2008
Monday 18

Tuesday 19

Wednesday 20

Thursday 21

Friday 22

Saturday 23

Sunday 24

Classes: 08:30 – 14:30
Flamenco in Víznar
We commemorate the death
of Lorca, so we visit Víznar,
which is considered to be
buried, and watch a top
flamenco performance: the
zambra of M.ª Luisa Heredia
and Calixto Sánchez.

Classes: 08:30 – 14:30
Spanish film
In our season of kids and
filming we introduce El viaje
de Carol. A teen girl of
Spanish mother and American
father travels to Spain in 1938,
to a family full of secrets and
discipline. A beautiful film by
Imanol Uribe, subtitled.

Classes: 08:30 – 14:30
Dance in the Generalife
This year we have two shows
based upon Lorca’s works, the
most folkloric tonight:
Romancero Gitano. The
choreographer Cristina Hoyos
has prepared an impressive
and visual performance.

Classes: 08:30 – 14:30
Horseback riding
From Dílar, in the heart of
Sierra Nevada, we cross
mountain paths, pine trees
forests, fresh air. Previous
experience is not important,
only the will to be a rider or
Amazon.

Classes: 08:30 – 11:50
Albaicín route
Two routes, two teams, two
questionnaires. We unveil the
secret places of the Albaicín
and speak to its people. Back
in the school, tapas and
farewell to Nelleke, Liesbeth,
Katie, Mollie, Niamh and
Victoria. Bye, see you soon.

Juan proposes:
Trip to the Costa Tropical
The coast of Granada gathers
the proper conditions for
growing products such as
avocado, custard apple and
sugar cane. We can even
swim if the sun shines...

Juan proposes:
Excursion to the Alpujarras
The villages in the south of
Sierra Nevada keep the air of
ancient times. We visit the
most representative with the
addition of tasting local wine,
ham, cheese and sausages.

21:00, Puerta de Elvira
€ 5,00 inc. transportation

19:00, Carmen de los Gatos

21:15, Plaza Nueva
€ 10,00

17:50, Paseo del Salón
€ 27,00 instructor and horse

11:50, Carmen de los Gatos

09:00, Palacio de Congresos 09:00, Palacio de Congresos
€ 40,00
€ 40,00

Monday 25

Tuesday 26

Wednesday 27

Thursday 28

Friday 29

Saturday 30

Sunday 31

Classes: 08:30 – 14:30
Cultural evening: Lorca
The figure of Federico García
Lorca is the key to understand
Spanish poetry and culture in
the 20th century. We will watch
part of a serial, talk, read and
learn many facts about his life
and works; now go look for the
rest.

Classes: 08:30 – 14:30
Spanish film
Guillermo del Toro has made
several films with kids, and El
espinazo del diablo achieved
great recognition. It is a ghost
story in which the living are
much worse than the dead…
Enjoy it with subtitles, for a
better comprehension.

Classes: 08:30 – 14:30
Sciences Park
This park in Granada is an
interactive centre where
science is at the reach of our
hand. We play with knowledge
and visit the planetarium, the
butterfly house and the birds
of prey workshop.

Classes: 08:30 – 14:30
Trip to Nerja - Frigiliana
In the eve of a public holiday
we go to the beach to swim a
bit. We go to Nerja, the caves,
eat a nice paella, play beach
volley and then, we visit the
Balcón de Europa and the
beautiful town of Frigiliana.

Classes: 08:30 – 14:30
Tapas
August comes to its end, and
we raise our glass for that, for
not losing its memory. We
also make a toast for the ones
who leave, Svenja, Elaine,
Alex, Joost and Emma; tapas
will ease their farewell, until
the next time.

Juan proposes:
Trip to Sevilla
The biggest city in Andalucía
is also one of the most
beautiful places all over Spain.
From the ruins of Itálica to the
magnificence of the Plaza de
España, a gift for your eyes in
Guadalquivir’s riverside.

Suggestions:

19:00, Carmen de los Gatos

19:00, Carmen de los Gatos

15:30, Palacio de Congresos 11:15, Carmen de los Gatos
€ 5,00
€ 40,00

14:00, Carmen de los Gatos

08:00, Palacio de Congresos
€ 55,00

Important: this programme is approximate. It is subject to changes depending on circumstances (e.g. weather, availability, etc.) or students petitions.

Tropical Coast in the summer:
Almuñécar, Nerja, Frigiliana.
Mojácar, Cabo de Gata
Sevilla or Córdoba
Baeza and Úbeda

